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Origin of high piezoelectric response in A-site disordered morphotropic phase boundary composition of lead-free piezoelectric 0.93(Na 0.5 Bi 0.5 )TiO 3 -0.07BaTiO 3 
I. INTRODUCTION
Environmental restrictions in many parts of the world are demanding the elimination of lead from all consumer electronics. This has prompted global investigations to find lead-free piezoelectric compositions with high electromechanical coupling. In the past decade, enhanced piezoelectric properties have been discovered in (Na 0.5 Bi 0.5 )TiO 3 -(K 0.5 Bi 0.5 )TiO 3 (NBT-KBT) and (Na 0.5 Bi 0.5 )TiO 3 -BaTiO 3 (NBT-x%BT) compositions close to morphotrophic phase boundary (MPB). Particularly, NBT with R3c symmetry has emerged as a rhombohedral substitute for the lead-based counterpart similar to that of PbZrO 3 in Pb(Zr,Ti)O 3 .
1,2 However, some recent studies have indicated that the NBT, the end member in NBT-BT phase diagram, instead exhibits a monoclinic Cc symmetry. 3, 4 The solid solution (1 À x)Na 0.5 Bi 0.5 TiO 3 -xBaTiO 3 e o ¼ 733. 1 However, the origin of piezoelectric property enhancement in lead-free ABO 3 compounds near MPB with A-site compositional disorder is still being investigated. Earlier theoretical and diffraction studies on lead-based solid solutions established the relation between the presence of an intermediate phase with monoclinic/orthorhombic symmetry near the MPB and the enhancement in piezoelectric properties. The intermediate phase bridges the end-members of a phase diagram with tetragonal and rhombohedral symmetries. Bellaiche et al. 5 have proposed that for a monoclinic symmetry, the polarization can easily adjust along the applied electric field providing strong coupling between the degrees of freedom for polarization and crystallographic strain that leads to high piezoelectric response in Pb(Zr,Ti)O 3 . Subsequent X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies confirmed the importance of a monoclinic phase during polarization rotation. 6 For example, when electric field is applied along the pseudocubic [001] direction of rhombohedral PZN-PT with polarization vector along pseudocubic [111] , the zero field rhombohedral state irreversibly changes first to a monoclinic M C phase and then to an orthorhombic phase with a m ¼ c m . 7 This intermediate monoclinic phase facilitates continuous rotation of polarization vector between the T h001i and R h111i directions resulting in enhanced electromechanical response under external stimuli. Traditionally, at the MPB, rhombohedral and tetragonal phases are assumed to coexist as the space group symmetries of these two ferroelectric phases are not connected by any direct group theory correlation. 8, 9 The enhanced piezoelectric response in these compositions was attributed to the co-existence of different ferroelectric phases at the MPB. Additionally, such type of two-phase coexistence has been considered to give rise to residual strains at the heterophase boundaries, which could lead to lowering of symmetry at smaller length scales. 10 Unlike lead-based ferroelectrics that have varying occupancies on the B-site of an ABO 3 compound, NBT-based a)
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V C 2013 American Institute of Physics 113, 114101-1 piezoelectrics exhibit disorder on the A-site. Different sitespecific disorders can lead to lowering of crystal symmetry in ABO 3 compounds at nano-scales. For example, in wellknown Pb(Zr,Ti)O 3 with B-site disorder, a monoclinic phase was evident from synchrotron X-ray diffraction under applied electric field. Establishment of a long-range monoclinic order in Pb(Zr,Ti)O 3 could be explained as a condensation of local displacements of Pb ions along non polar directions in the tetragonal phase. 11 In ABO 3 perovskite type systems, the A-site cation has stronger interaction with oxygen anions and hence a change in the A-site cation can perturb the crystal symmetry. The different interionic interactions can be understood by considering the differences in the local environment of A and B cations in the perovskite structure. In the case of Pb(Zr,Ti)O 3 , for A-site cations, the oxygen nearest neighbor shell has 12-fold symmetry. This symmetry is however broken for the B-cation next nearest neighbor shell. Zr is a larger ion than Ti, and thereby purely repulsive interaction between Pb and B cation (Zr 4þ /Ti 4þ ) has been considered to be stronger for Pb-Zr than Pb-Ti. 12 On the other hand, all B-cation distribution does not display a strong dependence on the local structure and are aligned closely with the Pb ion distributions. 12 Grinberg et al.
12
considered Pb distortions, produced by a hierarchy of interactions, as the determining factor for the average structure of the material. The effect of disorder on the different sites in the perovskite structure is schematically illustrated in Figure 1 . Figure 1( Figure 1 (b). The perforated circles and small arrows are showing the tendency of Pb 2þ displacements and Ti/Zr displacements in polar direction, respectively.
The situation in NBT-BT is more complex because the A-site is occupied by three types of ions (Bi 3þ , Ba 2þ , and Na þ ) with different chemistry like charge, ionic radius, and electronegativity, etc., as illustrated in Figure 1 (c). The B-site Ti 4þ would have stronger repulsive interaction if surrounded predominantly by the Bi 3þ . This interaction would vary significantly depending on the type of neighboring ions Ba 2þ or Na þ . As discussed above, the A-site cation has stronger interaction with oxygen anions and hence a change in the A-site cation can strongly perturb the crystal symmetry. These local structural distortions could reduce local symmetry.
For NBT-BT systems of MPB compositions, local-scale monoclinic symmetry from an overall rhombohedral symmetry has been proposed from diffused anelastic and dielectric spectra, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra and diffuse X-ray diffraction patterns. 13, 14 However, no direct microstructural evidence for such localized distortions has been reported. Therefore, it is still debatable whether the perceived significance of local monoclinic distortions, as observed in lead-based piezoelectrics, could be extended as a general principle to other systems as well. Here, we provide direct evidence from high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HR-TEM) and neutron diffraction measurements for localized monoclinic distortion of an overall rhombohedral symmetry in NBT-BT in the form of nanoscale twins. The importance of the nanotwins towards enhanced piezoelectric properties is discussed.
An understanding of the crystallographic distortions near the MPB also could help to clarify the phase transition behaviors that have been reported for NBT-BT. During cooling from high temperature, NBT undergoes a sequence of phase transitions from a high temperature cubic (C) phase to ferroelastic tetragonal (T) phase at 540 C, and a diffuse phase transition (DPT) from ferroelastic tetragonal (T) to rhombohedral (R) phase between 200 C and 320 C. 15 Different variants of phase diagrams for NBT-BT have been proposed that consist of ferroelectric rhombohedral and tetragonal phases as end components, and an antiferroelectric (AFE) or ferrielectric orthorhombic component as an intermediate phase. 6, [16] [17] [18] [19] Coexistence of rhombohedral and tetragonal phases has been observed over a broad range of temperatures and E-fields while the orthorhombic phase was proposed to exhibit AFE- like characteristics. 20, 21 Recent studies on the orthorhombic phase describe it as a relaxor phase with polar nanoregions. 22, 23 The high piezoelectric response and E-field induced strain in NBT based systems has been attributed to structural phase transitions under the application of an E-field. 24 However, in a previous study, we have demonstrated that E-field induced structural phase transition is not prerequisite for achieving high piezoelectric constant in NBT-BT. 25 Intriguingly, textured and randomly oriented polycrystalline ceramics of the same composition of NBT-BT were found to exhibit drastically different phase transition behaviors under electric field and were tentatively associated with variance in coherence lengths of polar nanoregions and internal stresses induced by domain switching.
Based on these earlier results, it could be said that the role of nanoregions in the NBT-based system is quite special as compared to lead-based relaxors. For example, in the case of PZN-0.1PT, the off-centering of Pb cations containing a lone pair of electrons plays an important role in the origin of polar nano regions and has been found to favor the polar displacement of corresponding nearest B-site cations. 26 During the application of E-field, the correlated displacement of Pb ions could be considered to result in long range polar phase with lower symmetry. However, as discussed earlier, the case is very different in NBT-BT system with the A-site being shared by Bi, Na, and Ba. The nature of local polar distortions created by Bi on the A-site containing a lone pair of electron would be different than that due to Na and Ba without lone pair of electrons in terms of cation off-centering and octahedral tilting disorder. Therefore, in NBT-BT, the local distortions due to the substitution on A-site are more complex than that of B-site substituted lead-based relaxors and would behave differently under external stimuli. These short range local structural distortions can further couple with elastic degrees of freedom resulting in hierarchical domain structures from mesoscopic lamellar domains to polar nano regions. 27, 28 Moreover, NBT-BT exhibits a high temperature unique ferroelastic phase transition followed by low temperature ferroelectric phase transition as discussed earlier. The ferroelastic domain variants created during the high temperature ferroelastic phase transitions sustains up to room temperature and coexists with the nano sized ferroelectric domains. 29 The nano sized ferroelectric domains were found to be geometrically and elastically restricted within micro-sized ferroelastic domains. 29 Therefore, the percolation behavior of these polar nano regions under the influence of E-field in piezoelectric Asite disordered NBT-BT system can be influenced by the presence of ferroelastic domains. However, this kind of transition has not been reported in B-site disordered lead-based relaxor like Pb(Zr,Ti)O 3 (PZT). Also, the percolation behavior of polar nano regions vary significantly with the different systems, as PZN-0.8PT was not found to show significant change in polar nano regions (PNRs) under applied E-field. 30 We think that the percolation behavior and coupling between local polar distortions with the nonlinear elastic lattice 31 play an important role in NBT based systems exhibiting interesting functional response and structural phase transition behavior.
In this work, we have carried out structural investigations on high purity single crystals and polycrystalline samples. We have chosen different types of samples for our studies in order to account for the different types of perturbation of domain morphology expected in them. For polycrystalline samples, whisker morphology was developed to clearly delineate the contribution from the crystallography. Most of the piezoelectric materials used in polycrystalline form consist of a large number of randomly oriented grains each with multiple domains of varying orientations as allowed by crystallographic symmetry. 32 The domain switching in one grain is constrained by differently oriented neighboring grains. Moreover, neighboring grains can also induce lateral stress on each other during the paraelectric to ferroelectric (PE-FE) phase transition. 33 Therefore, the perturbation of domain behavior due to interaction with the differently oriented neighboring grains is a highly correlated collective process that is complicated to quantify. 32 In order to overcome this problem, NBT-BT whiskers were synthesized with a diameter of $2-3 grains (grain size ranging 300-500 nm) as shown in the inset of Fig. 4 .With this morphology, the influence on the domain system in a given grain from the domains in neighboring grain will be negligible.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
Single crystals were grown using the molten flux method. 34 In order to grow single crystals of 0.93(Na 0.5 Bi 0.5 )TiO 3 -0.07BaTiO 3 (after this point NBT-BT will refer to this MPB composition), pre-calcined (800-900 C (2 h)) powder was mixed with 30 wt. % Bi 2 O 3 and 10 wt. % Na 2 CO 3 and heated in sealed Pt crucible at 1300 C for 6 h before slowly cooling down to room temperature (RT). The synthesis of Na 2 Ti 6 O 13 (NTO) whiskers was performed by using the molten salt synthesis method as reported earlier. 35 These NTO whiskers were used to synthesize NBT-BT whiskers of the same composition. 36 The MPB composition [0.93(Na 0.5 Bi 0.5 )TiO 3 -0.07BaTiO 3 ] of single crystals and whiskers was confirmed by energy dispersive spectroscopy. The XRD experiments were conducted on these NBT-BT whiskers (thickness $ 0:5À1:0 lm and length $ 10À20 lm) to confirm the formation of perovskite phase at RT. These whiskers were pressed into pellet and sintered at 1200 C for 2 h. The electromechanical coupling constants for various variants of NBT-BT like single crystals, whisker based polycrystalline ceramics, and traditionally processed NBT-BT ceramics are listed in Table I . The specimen processed using NBT-BT whiskers shows higher piezoelectric response than traditionally processed variant. For morphological investigations, Zeiss LEO 1550 scanning electron microscope was used. The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns were recorded using Philips EM420 transmission electron microscope. HR-TEM and nano-beam diffraction analysis was performed by using FEI Titan 80-300 transmission electron microscope. The highresolution neutron powder diffraction patterns of the NBT-BT whiskers were collected at the VULCAN diffractometer of the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS), Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 37 The sample was loaded into a cylindrical vanadium can and the diffraction patterns were collected with an incident neutron beam in the time-of-flight mode. Rietveld refinement on the diffraction pattern was performed using the GSAS software package. 38 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We first look at the twin microstructure in the single crystals and whiskers of NBT-BT. During transition from a higher symmetry phase to a lower symmetry phase, twin boundaries play an important role as twin boundaries are considered to be localized pseudo symmetries relating one twin domain to another by a lost symmetry operation. The twin domains are formed by the loss of point group symmetry, and the interaction between twin boundaries (walls) can give rise to a multitude of domain patterns creating difference between the local atomic structure of twin (domain) boundary and bulk. 39 The arrangement of domain patterns are hierarchical because it can be decomposed into simpler patterns until the most elementary unit "twin wall" or "domain wall," is found. 39 The multitude of domain structures in NBT-BT single crystal is depicted in the bright field TEM images of Figures  2(a)-2(d) and 3 . The ferroelastic lamellar domains having widths $100-200 nm with planar {100} C domain walls can be observed in Figure 2(a) . The magnified view of these lamellar domains is depicted in Fig. 2(b) . A HR-TEM image of lattice fringes across domains and fast Fourier transform (FFT) patterns of two regions in the image are presented in Figure S1 (b) [figure provided in supplementary file 40 ]. The FFT and nano probe electron diffraction patterns 40 ( Fig.  S1(d) ) recorded on the two sides of different contrast regions of these domains were found to be similar indicating no significant structural changes across them. The bigger lamellar domains with planar domain walls on (100) C and (010) C intersect at angle $90
with plane of intersection { 110} C giving rise to a herringbone-type domain structure as observed in modulated systems 41 (marked with the rectangle in Fig. 2(c) ). The magnified image of these domains indicates that the thicker lamellar domains are composed of smaller domains (Fig. 2(d) ). The lamellar domain consists of two domains with a common domain wall attracting each other and this force of attraction decreases rapidly with the increase in the distance between the two domain walls 42 resulting in fine substructure ranging from submicron to nano scale in dimension that is represented as hierarchical structure of ferroelastic domains. Similar hierarchical domain structures were reported for ferroelastic lead phosphate. 43 Another region of interest showing domain structure is depicted in Figure 3 , which shows polydomain plates with domain boundaries on different planes. In this image along with the larger size lamellar domains with thickness $100-200 nm having domain walls planar on {100}c, we also observed another set of domain variants with smaller size domains ($50 nm) with boundaries planar on f1 10g c . The thickness of polydomain plate d having domains thickness d is marked in Fig. 3 , which is $400 nm. Hierarchical patterns with lamellar domains are formed depending on the interaction between domains and the energy of the domain walls. According to Khachaturyan et al., 44 the typical domain size in ferroelastic materials is related to the thickness of the poly domain plate d and domain wall energy density c t as:
where n is a dimensionless constant, l is the shear modulus, and e o is the twinning strain. This theory was extended to piezoelectric materials to explain miniaturized domain state and adaptive phase in MPB compositions 45 and the thickness d of ferroelectric domains in a polydomain plate of thickness "d" was found to be proportional to ffiffiffiffiffiffi c t d p . On decreasing the domain wall energy, the wall thickness would decrease. 44 Furthermore, Theissmann et al. 46 investigated change in domain structure across MPB of PZT. They reported miniaturized domain in MPB composition of PZT with polydomain plate (microdomain) having thickness d $ 250 nm containing nano-sized domains. 46 These nanodomains were found to respond to E-field instead of microdomains.
The crystallographic details for the nanodomains are next elucidated from the electron diffraction patterns. Fig. 2(e) . In this case, the ratio of the magnitude of g vectors (g 100 =g 010 ¼ 1) was found to be unity with 90 between them. Interestingly, from the diffraction patterns recorded using nano beam ($5 nm) probe (Fig. 2(f) ), we observe deviations from the unity ratio of g vectors, as well as the angle between the g vectors deviates from 90
. This suggests a lowering of symmetry locally [g 100 =g 010 ¼ 0.98 and angle between them deviates by 0.75 -1.0 (please note these deviations are much clearer when observed over several diffraction spots)]. The implications of this local deviation in crystal symmetry will be more apparent in later discussions. Also, the splitting in the higher order diffraction spots reveals the presence of twins with small shear displacement $0.03 calculated from the splitting of higher order diffraction spot in Fig. 2(f) . Similar magnitude of splitting in electron diffraction patterns was observed for PZT. 47 Such small shear displacements could be the result of only partial relaxation of stress in NBT-BT single crystals as there are various crystallographically allowed domain variants with collective interactions among them. It is therefore important to use NBT whiskers with diameter of only few grains so that interactions due to surrounding domain variants are reduced.
Next, HR-TEM analysis was performed on NBT-BT whiskers (inset of Figure 4) . HR-TEM analysis was repeated across several different samples and sample area to confirm the results. Figure 4 shows the HR-TEM image of lattice fringes exhibiting the presence of nanotwins. Yellow lines are drawn along several lattice planes as a visual guide to highlight the presence of a twin boundary. For comparison, FFT patterns were calculated from a twin free region (region 1) and the twinned region (region 2). These FFT patterns could not be indexed using a rhombohedral symmetry as has been suggested in earlier works (such as Refs. 1 and 2). Interestingly, both the FFT patterns can be indexed using a monoclinic symmetry (JCPDS #460001). The lattice parameters of this monoclinic cell are: a ¼ 0.5553(2), b ¼ 0.6675 (3), c ¼ 0.5520(1) nm, b ¼ 120.54 (2) . The monoclinic crystal structure within the nanotwins is significant since monoclinic lattice can have more degrees of freedom to adapt local stress field in ceramics. 47 The zone axis [2 21 ] M (M stands for monoclinic phase) was obtained from the indexed FFT pattern in Figure 4 . The FFT pattern of twinned region clearly depicts an additional diffraction spot near ( 102) M and the inter-planer angle was measured to be 11
. The twinning plane (or "mirror plane") was parallel to the zone axis and is the boundary between two twinned domains. Next, we calculated the twin plane/ twin boundary, which was found to be ð 1 10Þ M . The continuity of lattice planes across the boundary indicates that the twins were coherent. The arrow marked with N in the FFT pattern of region 2 points towards the shapes of twin spots. Two spots very close to each other suggest the presence of nanotwins with very small twinning shear of $0.06. These nanotwins were present within boundaries of bigger nanotwin shown by yellow lines. Similar nanotwin structure with thickness of about one atomic layer was observed in nanocrystalline copper. 48 The smaller size of nanotwins has been found to be associated very small twin boundary energy 44 as discussed earlier. According to Khachaturyan et al., 44 the lower surface energy and large strain energy lead to smaller size nano twins. However, at certain smaller sizes (comparable to atomic scale size), the finite interaction among the twin walls constrains further miniaturization of twin domains. Randall et al. 49 calculated the surface energy (r) of {100} R and {110} R twins in rhombohedral system following the work of Zirnov 50 and suggested that r 100 % 3r 110 . Therefore, the formation {110} twins is more energetically favorable than that of {100} twins. The schematic representation of twinning is depicted in Figure 5(a) . In the present case, twinning gives rise to plane with same interplanar spacing but slightly deviated (11 ) from the parent plane. The magnitude of shear can be given by tan h ¼ tan (11 ) ¼ 0.19, which is much higher than that of twinning shear (0.06) of nanotwins having thickness of atomic layer as discussed above. The magnitude of shear ($0.19) observed in this case was comparable to martensitic materials. 51 The orientation of habit plane with respect to the parent lattice plane at a given point can be estimated geometrically 52 as:
for h ¼ 11 . Furthermore, the crystallographic symmetry of NBT-BT whiskers at larger length scales was characterized from neutron diffraction. The high resolution neutron diffraction pattern was fitted separately for two possible space groupsR3c and Cc. The rhombohedral space group R3c, with antiphase oxygen octahedral tilts, has been reported previously for NBT-BT solid solutions. 15, 18 The space group Cc is a monoclinic subgroup of the R3c which also allows tilting of the oxygen octahedral, and has been mentioned in a previous report.
3 The Rietveld refinement for space group R3c yielded the following lattice parameters: a H ¼ 0.54999 (2) nm, c H ¼ 1.35583 (9) Figure  6(b) ); the initial setting for this refinement was taken from Cc structure of PZT. 53 The R3c space group yielded better fit to the diffraction pattern which is evident from a 20% improvement in the value of Rp for the R3c phase. Furthermore, examination of the high intensity (111) peak (see insets) clearly reveals the better fit for the R3c model. A mixture of tetragonal and rhombohedral phases was also tested; however, it did not provide a stable fit.
Neutron diffraction of NBT-BT whiskers indicates an average rhombohedral structure with R3c space group in contrast to monoclinic symmetry observed in HR-TEM analysis. Therefore, although the material has a monoclinic symmetry at a local scale, it retains an average rhombohedral structure, as revealed by bulk powder neutron diffraction. It was observed that even though the R3c model provides a good fit to the neutron diffraction profile in terms of overall statistics, slight broadening of the measured Bragg peaks with respect to the calculated pattern was observed (for example see peaks 111 and 3/2 1/2 1/2 in Figure 6 ). Such broadening could arise from local monoclinic distortions of the crystal in the matrix. This is consistent with the previous report in which polar nano regions of $20 nm were estimated from diffuse X-ray scattering, although the average structure retained R3c symmetry. 54 It was suggested from the diffused X-ray scattering measurements that the displacements of Bi 3þ , Ba 2þ , and Na þ away from [111] R (R stands for rhombohedral phase) direction towards [100] T (T stands for tetragonal phase), can give rise to local monoclinic symmetry.
A lowering of the crystal symmetry within the twin domains at the nanoscale suggests that they are formed due to the loss of point group symmetry during the phase transition from the high temperature paraelastic cubic phase to an intermediate ferroelastic tetragonal phase in NBT based systems. Thus, recently observed structural phase transition in NBT based materials 55 under the application of electric field could be expected to be facilitated by the presence of nano twins. Next, we recorded SAED from a different zone axis to investigate the nature of superlattice reflections in NBT-BT whiskers. Figure S2 depicts the SAED patterns 40 taken along various zone axes on NBT-BT whiskers. The SAED patterns with zone axes [001] C and [112] C depicts superlattice reflections 1 = 2 {ooe} C and 1 = 2 {ooo} C (e stands for even miller indices and o for odd miller indices) as marked in Figs. S2(a) and S2(b), respectively. 40 The observance of 1 = 2 {ooe} C and 1 = 2 {ooo} C superlattice reflections are consistent with the average rhombohedral phase with the R3c space group. 56, 57 However, the origin of super lattice reflections can be attributed to disorder in octahedral tilting and cation ordering, 58 both of which could lead to local departure from the average rhombohedral symmetry 59 resulting in the formation of a localized monoclinic phase (Schematic 40 showing cation displacement and antiphase octahedra tilting is depicted in Fig.  S3 ) with lower symmetry as observed in HR-TEM analysis. However, these local distortions with various tilting disorder and ionic displacements are compensated over longer length scales resulting in an average anti-phase tilting of octahedra in the rhombohedral structure. 58, 60 The local displacements of the A-site cations along [100] T are also compensated over larger length scales giving rise to an average rhombohedral symmetry. This is illustrated through a simple model showing representation of [001] C projection of the perovskite structure is provided in Figure 7(a) . The octahedra tilting are ]. The lattice on either end of the plot is distorted due to PE-FE phase transition. The spontaneous strain is symbolized by the double arrows. The relevant energy is Landau potential. When the planes are bent additional gradient energy occurs as described by the Ginzburg energy. The single arrow represents bending of the planes.
not shown in the schematic model. The unit cell is marked by the square with broken lines. The simulated SAED patterns based on rhombohedral phase with the R3c space group equivalent to [001] C zone axis is presented in Fig. 7(b) . It can be noticed that the displacement of A-site cations along [100] C would lead to distortion in the lattice consequently affecting the diffraction pattern leading to lowering of symmetry locally. However, as discussed above, these distortions averaged over larger length scales lead to higher average symmetry as observed in high resolution neutron diffraction. Moreover, the small size of nanotwins gives rise to high density of twin boundaries, which makes material more deformable as twin boundaries can accommodate the macroscopic strain, induced by external electric field or applied stress. 61 The rearrangement of nanotwins with symmetry lower than the macroscopic symmetry results in giant strain and enhanced piezoelectric response under applied fields. 62 Furthermore, we believe that higher mobility of these nano twins is responsible for giving rise to high strain energy density in MPB composition of NBT-BT. 63, 64 Recently, in-situ TEM experiments under electrical biasing have also shown that in PZN, polarization reversal can occur by reorientation of nanoscale non-180 domain walls between monoclinic nanotwins. 65 The local crystallographic distortions in the MPB composition of NBT-BT can be justified from thermodynamic considerations as explained below. NBT-BT is a ferroelasticferroelectric material, therefore, thermodynamic description of NBT-BT requires at least two order parameters; polarization P 1 and strain P 2 . The different symmetry for high temperature ferroelastic (tetragonal) and low temperature ferroelectric (rhombohedral) phase requires biquadratic coupling between the order parameters as reported by Salje. 43 The variation of the order parameters P(r) in space requires that the Ginzburg energy ðF G Þ term should be added to Landau potentials (F L ) and the Landau-Ginzburg potential for NBT-BT could be written as
where
F o is the energy in unconstrained paraelectric state. If the sign of coupling parameter (kÞ is negative, the two order parameters strengthen each other and lower the Gibbs free energy as reported by Salje. 43 In this case, the temperature is considered to be a control parameter. However, positive coupling parameter depicts competition between two order parameters and increases free energy. 43 The nature of coupling between these order parameters could modulate the order of the phase transition resulting in diffused phase transitions similar to that of NBT-BT systems. Figure 5 (b) represents a schematic depicting lattice distortion. As shown in Fig. 5(b) , the Landau potential causes the atoms to be displaced in the low-symmetry phase and Ginzburg energy leads to spatial variation of solitary waves. 43 In the case of negative Ginzburg energy, the total Gibbs free energy is reduced by each twin boundary and the system tends to nucleate more twin boundaries to increase thermodynamic stability. However, the density of twin boundaries is controlled by the repulsion potential experienced by them resulting in incommensurately modulated phase at nano scale in terms of local monoclinic distortions observed in NBT-BT.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The local structural distortions coupled with elastic degrees of freedom results in hierarchical domain structures in MPB composition NBT-BT. The local polar distortions with lower symmetry in A-site disordered NBT-BT systems are different from those of lead based B-site disordered relaxors and so as their percolation under external stimuli. The dynamics of ferroelectric nano domains could also be considerably constrained by ferroelastic domains in NBT-BT with unique high temperature ferroelastic phase transition. The nano beam electron diffraction revealed higher deviation in g vectors suggesting lower local symmetry, which was however, found to be compensated over larger length scales. To delineate the contribution from interdomain interactions and surrounding numerous grains, we investigated polycrystalline NBT-BT whiskers with same compositions. The HR-TEM analysis revealed presence of a local monoclinic symmetry as monoclinic lattice with higher degree of freedom can easily adopt local stress. However, the neutron diffraction analysis suggested an average rhombohedral phase. Interestingly, we directly observed monoclinic nanotwins (nanodomains) in NBT-BT whiskers. The monoclinic domains, inside rhombohedral domains, can easily transform to tetragonal domains and thereby act as the bridging phase facilitating the polarization rotation. Moreover, the small size of nanotwins could make the material more deformable due to the easy accommodation of the macroscopic strain induced by external stimuli. The nanotwins with higher mobility will result in high strain density and large electromechanical response in the MPB compositions of NBT-BT. These results emphasize the generic role of nanotwins with reduced symmetry towards enhanced piezoelectric properties of MPB compositions. The short range crystallographic distortions in NBT-BT can explain different phase transitions that have been reported for this material around the MPB.
